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Labor and Employment Law
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 The 2020 presidential election has the potential to significantly upend 
labor and employment law. If there is a change in administration, 
employers should expect a sharp departure from rules issued over the 
past four years, particularly with respect to overtime, joint employ-
ment, and independent contractors. Employers may additionally 
expect renewed scrutiny of non-compete agreements. These changes 
may redefine the relationship between employers and workers in vast 
segments of the economy.

If President Trump loses the 2020 presidential election to former Vice 
President Joe Biden, employers should expect labor and employment 

law to dramatically shift in favor of employees. Millions of workers may 
become newly eligible for overtime, gig economy workers could gain 
wage and hour protections and the right to unionize, franchisers may 
become liable for the acts of franchisees and be forced to collectively 
bargain with their entire workforce as joint employers, and non-compete 
agreements may become unenforceable.

Crucially, a Biden administration can achieve each of these changes by 
appointing new leadership at the Department of Labor (“DOL”), National 
Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”), and Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) 
to reinterpret existing law rather than by passing new laws1 through 
Congress.2
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This article discusses a few of the most significant ways in which the 
Trump administration has changed labor and employment law, and what 
a Biden administration is likely to do in response if elected.

OVERTIME

If elected, Biden will likely direct his Secretary of Labor to implement 
new overtime rules that apply to millions more workers at countless 
businesses.

Under the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”), employers must pay all 
employees the minimum wage, and for employees who work more than 
40 hours a week, overtime premium pay of at least 1.5 times the regular 
rate of pay.3 However, “any employee employed in a bona fide execu-
tive, administrative, or professional capacity” is exempt from both the 
minimum wage and overtime requirements.4 But, the FLSA does not 
define what these terms mean, and explicitly grants authority to the 
Secretary of Labor to define the scope of the exemptions.

Since 1940, the DOL has held that in order to be exempt, an employee 
must (1) receive a fixed salary; (2) receive at least a specified minimum 
amount; and (3) have job duties that primarily involve executive, admin-
istrative, or professional duties.5

These requirements are more politically divisive than they appear at 
first glance. Indeed, each of the last three administrations has sought to 
redefine the second requirement – the minimum salary that an employee 
must be paid. The Bush administration raised the threshold to $23,660 
per year, which Democrats lambasted as inadequate for workers and a 
give-away to big business.6 The Obama administration raised the min-
imum salary to $47,476 per year, indexing it to future wage growth, 
which Republicans argued would hurt low-wage workers by reducing 
opportunities for promotion and limiting flexibility in job schedules.7 
However, a district judge invalidated the Obama administration’s rule, 
concluding that it exceeded the authority granted to the DOL.8 The 
Trump administration subsequently withdrew the Obama administration 
rule, and implemented its own rule effective January 1, 2020, which 
raised the minimum salary to $35,308 per year – higher than the existing 
exemption threshold set by the Bush administration, but lower than the 
Obama administration final rule. Further, the Trump administration rule 
is not automatically indexed, so fewer workers will receive overtime as 
wages increase over time. Candidate Biden has reiterated arguments lev-
eled against the Bush administration, citing studies which show that 8.2 
million workers would lose more than $1.2 billion per year as a result 
of implementing the Trump administration overtime rule rather than the 
Obama administration overtime rule.9

As the political disputes continue, one thing is certain: the per-
centage of full-time, salaried Americans eligible for overtime has dra-
matically declined over recent decades. In 1975, over 60 percent of 
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full-time, salaried Americans were eligible for overtime, while today, 
less than seven percent of full-time, salaried Americans are similarly 
eligible.10 As both parties have realized, this is largely due to the fail-
ure of overtime regulations to incorporate a salary basis that keeps 
pace with inflation.

A new overtime regulation is likely to be a central component of a 
Biden administration’s labor policy agenda. Any overtime regulation will 
likely be very similar to the Obama administration’s final rule: it will have 
a higher salary threshold, exempting fewer employees, and be indexed 
to some measure, so that it is not eroded by inflation.11 Regardless of the 
content of the final rule, it will still be challenged in the courts, where 
survival is far from certain.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR VERSUS EMPLOYEE

Approximately 57 million people – more than one third of the U.S. 
workforce – work in the gig economy, many as independent contractors, 
not employees.12 For example, Uber/Lyft drivers, Taskrabbit movers, and 
Doordash food deliverers are all considered independent contractors. 
But, states and cities under Democratic control have recently sought to 
redefine the relationship between employer and worker, passing laws 
that locally expand the definition of “employee”13 or require minimum 
compensation for independent contractors.14

A Biden administration will likely continue down the same path, mak-
ing appointments at the DOL and the NLRB who revise the existing inter-
pretation of “employee” under the FLSA and the National Labor Relations 
Act (“NLRA”). If implemented, this poses both acute and permanent 
concerns for employers that rely heavily on independent contractors. 
Workforce costs will increase due to wage and hour requirements, and 
employees previously considered independent contractors will be newly 
eligible to unionize.

Wage and Hour Issues Under the FLSA

Independent contractors are not “employees” under the FLSA and 
therefore are not entitled to the minimum wage or overtime. Further, 
employers are not required to make social security contributions, or pay 
unemployment insurance or workers’ compensation on independent 
contractors.15 Overall, classifying a workforce as “employees” rather than 
“independent contractors” can increase an employer’s labor costs by 20 
percent to 30 percent,16 which is significant given that labor typically 
accounts for more than 60 percent of corporate expenses.17 Particularly 
for prominent gig economy companies like Uber and Lyft, which are still 
losing money every year,18 revised guidance from the DOL about who is 
an “independent contractor” may pose a substantial long-term threat, and 
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is all but certain to increase litigation costs regarding misclassification in 
the short-term.

In April 2019, the Trump DOL issued guidance strongly suggesting 
that many gig economy workers are “independent contractors” and not 
“employees.”19 The Trump administration first rescinded guidance from 
the Obama administration that reached the opposite conclusion, and 
then issued its own letter, which was highly unusual given its significant 
policy implications.20

To determine whether a worker is an independent contractor or an 
employee, both courts and the DOL analyze “economic dependence.” 
An economically dependent worker is an employee, while an economi-
cally independent worker is an independent contractor. “Economic 
dependence” is based on six factors derived from U.S. Supreme Court 
precedent:

(1) Employer control;

(2) Permanency of the worker’s relationship with the potential 
employer;

(3) The worker’s investment in facilities, equipment or helpers;

(4) The amount of skill initiative, judgment or foresight required 
for the worker’s services;

(5) The worker’s opportunities for profit or loss; and

(6) The extent of integration of the worker’s services into the 
potential employer’s business.21

The Trump DOL first stressed that the workers at issue – service pro-
viders for a virtual marketplace, similar to Uber/Lyft drivers – “do not 
work directly for your client to the consumer’s benefit; they work directly 
for the consumer to your client’s benefit.”22 For example, an Uber driver 
works directly for the customer who called the car, which subsequently 
benefits Uber, which receives a percentage of the fare. It next analyzed 
the same six factors for “economic dependence” as the Obama admin-
istration, yet came to the opposite conclusion, finding that there was 
no indication that the workers are economically dependent. In fact, the 
Trump DOL did not even think it was a close question – it found each 
factor weighs in favor of independent contractor status, and that two of 
the six factors “heavily” or “strongly” weigh in favor.23

A Biden administration is likely to rescind this letter and issue guid-
ance concluding that many gig economy workers are employees. While 
the guidance is not binding on courts, it is often persuasive evidence. 
Accordingly, companies may face significantly greater exposure to liabil-
ity for misclassification as a result of new guidance. Further, and more 
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importantly, these companies would have to adapt their business model 
to absorb significantly higher labor costs.

Unionization Under the NLRA

A Biden administration is likely to eventually appoint a new majority 
to the NLRB, which in turn will likely return to the broader definition of 
“employee” established during the Obama administration. Should this 
happen, many current independent contractors may be eligible to union-
ize as employees.

Section 2(3) of the NLRA defines “employee” to exclude independent 
contractor, meaning that independent contractors may not unionize.24 
To determine whether a worker is an employee or an independent 
contractor, the Board and courts have traditionally employed a 10 fac-
tor common law test that generally analyzes the scope of the work, the 
worker’s autonomy, and the relationship between the worker and the 
employer.

While the factors are clear, Democratic-appointed and Republican-
appointed Board members have disagreed over how to apply them. 
Specifically, Republican appointees argue that “entrepreneurial opportu-
nity for gain or loss” is an animating principle of the 10 factor test, and 
therefore applies to each factor, while Democratic appointees counter 
that entrepreneurial opportunity should merely apply to one factor of 
the 10 factor test. This disagreement may seem academic, but it leads 
to vastly different outcomes. The Republican-favored test limits the defi-
nition of “employee,” consequently preventing countless workers from 
obtaining the ability to unionize, while the Democratic-favored test leads 
to the opposite outcome.

For example, in Supershuttle DFW,25 the Trump NLRB concluded that 
workers who operate shared-ride vans from the airport are indepen-
dent contractors, not employees, and therefore had no statutory right to 
unionize. Supershuttle workers were first required to purchase or lease 
a van that satisfied Supershuttle’s standard. Supershuttle then connected 
its workers with customers seeking a ride from the airport, but the work-
ers had complete control of their schedule – they set their own hours 
and could choose how many hours per week to work. Supershuttle 
set the fares that customers would pay, and the workers would then 
collect a percentage of that fare. The Board concluded that the work-
ers were independent contractors because they had “total control” over 
their schedules and significant opportunity to make more or less money 
depending on how hard they worked.26

The lone Democratic appointee dissented, and her reasoning 
likely reflects what the NLRB would do under a Biden administra-
tion. She concluded that the drivers resemble insurance agents, which 
are considered employees under the Act. She noted that the driv-
ers perform functions essential to Supershuttle’s business, are trained 
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by Supershuttle, do business in Supershuttle’s name, and have what 
amounts to a permanent working relationship with Supershuttle. 
Further, in reality the workers had little opportunity for entrepreneur-
ial gain or loss, because their income was merely a function of work-
ing harder, not smarter.

An NLRB with a Democratic-appointed majority would likely conclude 
that these workers, and millions more similarly situated, are employees 
eligible to unionize rather than independent contractors.

JOINT EMPLOYER

The definition of “employer” under both the FLSA and the NLRA is 
politically contested. The definition is vital to large companies that rely 
heavily on subcontractors (e.g., Amazon) and corporations with numer-
ous franchises (e.g., McDonalds). If these companies are considered 
employers of the subcontractor’s employees or the franchisee’s employ-
ees, they will be liable for wage-and-hour claims, and may have to one 
day collectively bargain with a significantly expanded workforce, which 
would fundamentally alter their business model.

Wage and Hour Issues Under the FLSA

The Trump administration recently implemented a new rule limiting 
the definition of “employer” under the FLSA. This rule will limit liability 
for FLSA violations for companies that rely on staffing agencies, tem-
porary workers, and subcontractors. These companies will no longer 
be exposed to liability if their subcontractor violates the law by fail-
ing to pay their employees appropriate wages. If elected, Biden will 
likely abandon the Trump administration rule, and return to the previous 
broader definition of “employer.”

The FLSA defines “employer” to “include[] any person acting directly 
or indirectly in the interest of an employer in relation to an employee[.]”27 
Under this definition, it can be difficult to determine whether a company 
is a joint employer of employees who work for its subcontractor. Prior to 
the Trump administration’s rule, the DOL had not updated its definition 
of joint employer in over 60 years, and several circuit courts used differ-
ent tests to determine when a company was jointly liable for the FLSA 
violations of its subcontractors.28

The new rule, effective March 16, 2020,29 assesses whether the joint 
employer:

(1) Hires or fires the employee;

(2) Supervises and controls the employee’s work schedule or con-
ditions of employment;
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(3) Determines the employee’s rate and method of payment; and

(4) Maintains the employee’s employment records.30

But, the new rule expressly states that a potential joint employer’s 
“reserved right to act in relation to the employee may be relevant for 
determining joint employer status, but such ability, power, or right alone 
does not demonstrate joint employer status without some actual exer-
cise of control.”31 Therefore, if a company has the contractual author-
ity to hire and fire a subcontractor’s employee, but does not actually 
exercise this authority, the company is not considered a joint employer. 
In other words, “[o]nly actions taken with respect to the employee’s 
terms and conditions of employment, rather than the theoretical ability 
to do so under a contract, are relevant to joint employer status under 
the Act.”32

This is particularly important for large companies like Amazon, which 
rely heavily on subcontractors who employ drivers to deliver its pack-
ages. If a driver alleges that he/she is not paid the minimum wage or 
overtime, who may he or she sue to recover? Certainly the driver may 
sue the subcontractor, but in many cases the driver would prefer to 
sue Amazon, which is much better capitalized than the smaller sub-
contractor. But the suit may go forward only if Amazon is considered 
a joint employer. Amazon is much more likely to be considered a joint 
employer if one analyzes its power to determine the driver’s terms and 
conditions of employment, because it often exhibits significant leverage 
over smaller subcontractors, and can easily put them out of business 
by simply terminating their contract.33 But, Amazon is unlikely to be 
considered a joint employer if one simply analyzes who actually hires, 
supervises, pays, and maintains employment records for the driver – the 
subcontractor is almost always responsible for these items. Therefore, 
whether having the power or reserved contractual authority to determine 
working conditions is relevant to defining “employer” has huge financial 
implications for large companies that rely on subcontractors or staffing 
agencies for their operations.

A Biden administration would argue that the more limited definition 
of “employer” harms small subcontractors and employees by exempting 
large companies from liability. Indeed, one study indicates that shift-
ing responsibility solely to subcontractors may cost workers up to $1.0 
billion annually.34 Expect a Biden administration to jettison the Trump 
administration rule and issue a new rule that returns to the previous, 
broader definition of “employer.”

Unionization Under the NLRA

The Trump NLRB recently took the highly unusual step of issuing 
rulemaking to change the definition of joint-employment. Typically, 
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the Board announces new rules through adjudication (a/k/a cases 
between litigants), but the NLRA also permits the Board to intro-
duce new rules through rulemaking. In a new rule effective April 
27, 2020, the NLRB explained that an employer “may be considered 
a joint employer of a separate employer’s employees only if the two 
share or codetermine the employees’ essential terms and conditions 
of employment, which are exclusively defined as wages, benefits, 
hours of work, hiring, discharge, discipline, supervision, and direc-
tion.”35 In doing so, the Board overturned Browning-Ferris Industries 
of California,36 issued during the Obama administration, which held 
that a company could be a joint employer if it exercised indirect 
control over the essential working conditions of another business’s 
employees.

The debate over whether indirect control can make a company a joint 
employer has enormous ramifications. Consider McDonalds, which has 
about 14,000 restaurants in the United States, more than 90 percent of 
which are operated by franchisees.37 Some argue that McDonalds cer-
tainly exercises indirect control over its franchisees by setting uniform 
rules and expectations at its restaurants over matters such as how to staff 
restaurants, when to clean bathrooms, and where partially completed 
orders should be placed on counters.38 Consequently, if indirect control 
is relevant to analysis, McDonalds is much more likely to be consid-
ered a joint employer of the workers at each of its 14,000 restaurants, 
which could allow one union to represent all McDonalds workers at the 
bargaining table – as opposed to one union representing all workers 
at a particular McDonalds franchise, which would be independent of 
McDonalds the parent company. This prospect would almost certainly 
reshape McDonalds’ business model because a parent-level union would 
likely lead to higher wages, more generous benefits, and far less schedul-
ing flexibility. Further, this change would impact millions of other simi-
larly situated fast-food franchise workers, and millions more employed 
by staffing agencies.

Under the Obama NLRB, McDonalds was subject to the charge that it 
was a joint employer of employees at its franchises, but the Trump NLRB 
quickly changed course, resulting in a settlement that avoided finding 
that McDonalds was a joint employer. The NLRB’s recent rule will make 
it far more unlikely that McDonalds and other similar parent companies 
can be considered joint employers of the employees that operate under 
their name.

A Biden administration is likely to nominate NLRB members who 
support returning to the Browning-Ferris interpretation of “employer” 
permitting indirect control. Ultimately, this change threatens both the 
franchise and staffing agency business models pervasive in many low-
wage sectors of the economy. Given its significance, a Democratic-
appointee majority at the NLRB is likely to prioritize departing from the 
recently issued Trump rule.
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NON-COMPETE CLAUSES AT THE FTC

Ordinarily, one might not look to the FTC as a significant source of 
labor and employment policy change. However, labor groups have peti-
tioned the FTC to declare through its rulemaking authority that non-
compete agreements are per se illegal. Similarly, leading Democrats have 
repeatedly argued that non-competes are harmful to employees, and 
have taken steps to outlaw them.39 A Biden administration could nomi-
nate a majority of FTC commissioners receptive to this argument, and the 
commissioners could announce through rulemaking that non-compete 
agreements are unlawful due to their perceived anticompetitive effects.

Non-compete agreements now apply to vast segments of the economy. 
Nearly 30 million employees are covered by non-compete agreements, 
and nearly 60 million employees have been covered by a non-compete 
agreement at some point in their career.40 Some may reflexively assume 
that non-compete agreements apply almost exclusively to highly-trained, 
highly-compensated employees, such as corporate leaders, engineers, 
and architects. However, while these workers are particularly likely to 
work under a non-compete, they are by no means alone. Indeed, 12 per-
cent of workers without a bachelor’s degree who earn less than $40,000 
per year are covered by a non-compete, including fast food workers, 
teachers, and temporary warehouse workers.41

Candidate Biden has taken notice of this change and wants to elimi-
nate most non-compete agreements. His labor and employment plat-
form cites empirical research showing that non-compete agreements can 
negatively impact employees by reducing labor mobility and depressing 
wages.42

The FTC Act, which was enacted over 100 years ago, permits the FTC 
to prohibit “unfair methods of competition.”43 Should a majority of the 
FTC commissioners conclude through rulemaking that non-competes are 
“unfair methods of competition” as a result of the empirical evidence, 
employers nationwide would no longer be permitted to enforce these 
standard clauses in employment contracts.

POSSIBLE, BUT FAR FROM GUARANTEED

Each of the above-mentioned changes to labor and employment law 
is initially dependent on President Trump losing the 2020 election. Even 
if that happens, it will take time for a new administration to issue new 
regulations and shift the ideological composition at the NLRB and FTC 
(further, due to political polarization, a Republican-controlled Senate 
may refuse to confirm any nominees that a Biden administration sub-
mits). And, any changes may ultimately have to pass muster in the fed-
eral courts, which have quickly grown increasingly conservative under 
the Trump administration. Additionally, some changes are only means to 
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an end, not an end in themselves – for example, just because Uber/Lyft 
drivers may be able to unionize as “employees” does not mean that they 
will actually vote to do so.

But, these regulatory/administrative revisions are also not impossible. 
Further, the mere presence of a Biden administration may also change 
how employers approach issues in subtle yet meaningful ways. For 
example, just as unions have increasingly shelved complaints rather than 
taking them to the NLRB under the Trump administration,44 employers 
may become increasingly willing to settle certain claims under a Biden 
administration. Similarly, increasing funding for various agencies that 
conduct workplace investigations – which seems likely under a Biden 
administration – may spur employers to more rigorously analyze their 
compliance with existing law, even if they are never targeted by a spe-
cific complaint. Ultimately, both employers and workers should pay close 
attention to the upcoming presidential election, as it has the potential to 
redefine their relationship.
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